Academy of Scientific & Innovative Research (AcSIR) is an Institution of National Importance (INI) listed at Ministry of Human Resource Development (Govt. of India) under INI Id: U-0713

AcSIR is highly ranked in Nature Index With ~4500 Ph.D. Students on its rolls in Science and Engineering, AcSIR is the largest institution of higher education in India and one of the largest institutions of higher education in the world in this regard.

AcSIR ADMISSION NOTICE

A golden opportunity to pursue your academic program at world renowned

CSIR National Laboratories & other Institutes associated with AcSIR as its Academic Centers

Masters and Ph.D. Programmes

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

August 2020 Session

Last date of Submission of application
28 May, 2020

Online Admission Portal Opens
26 April, 2020

Application to be submitted online at http://acsir.res.in/admission/

Please visit AcSIR website www.acsir.res.in

Reservation of seats as per Government of India rules

Director, AcSIR